Leg Restored, GI’s Doing Fine

Shattuck Hospital Credited With ‘Miracle’

By JOHN MARTIN

Two weeks ago a 3-year-old Westmore youth who had lost his leg after being hit by a car got his leg back just the same. Shortly after being admitted to the Shattuck Hospital, 3-year-old Dale Cline was operated on by the staff of Dr. Harry R. Bergford, director of the Shattuck Hospital, and Dr. R. R. B. Smith, both members of the New

The story of Dale Cline’s recovery was one of the most remarkable in the medical profession. When Dale was admitted to the hospital, it was hoped that his leg could be saved. But after surgery, it was discovered that the leg could not be saved, and the doctors were faced with the difficult decision of whether to amputate the leg.

Dr. Bergford and Dr. Smith, however, decided to try a new technique. They used a device called a “blood pump” to keep the circulation in the leg alive while the doctors worked on it. This allowed them to save the leg, and Dale was able to walk again.
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Percy Finds Out Hard Way About Pacification In Vietnam

- Illinois Senator Blasts Administration; Says War Must Be Won By Asians

Stock Reduction Sale

We have just purchased the entire stock of furniture and appliances of the furniture village in Tulsa, Okla. Many of the items will not fit in our inventory, so they must be disposed of regardless of loss.

Furniture & Appliance Dept.
TRADE/MART
Southeast 29th St. & IH 40 - Midwest City - PE 7-3493
Editorials

Good Deeds In Hope's Wake

The 260 House is a knock-out punch and an automatic chance to be young forever. The home is its brand with integrity. It's also a mission statement of power to achieve. And, thanks to some kind of generous benefactor, it's not too late for you to be a part of it.

Keeping Taxpayers Honest

All government studies are now urging that the federal government in every state to heed the taxpayers not just the politicians.

Problems Of Space Shower

Once a month, a round of space showers definition of the phrase "the sky is falling." The question: whether radiation from space is harmful to human health.

Democracies Are Different

Billy Graham

Governments are nothing but a matter of personal opinion. The only government is what a man puts his money on.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Walter Lippmann

Evidence Coalition

Is Won Out

The Color Sets the Tone

A test sold, sponsored by the Post, found that color sets are better than monochrome sets in terms of image quality, color range, and contrast ratios.

Today's Prayer

The words of a prayer:

"A Perfect Second Set"

A Perfect Second Set TV is perfect in size, sound, and style. It's the perfect choice for your home.

Dick CHRISTMAN

Dick CHRISTMAN'S RCA VICTOR MONTH

THANKS TO A TREMENDOUS FACTORY PURCHASE, YOU CAN SAVE ON RCA COLOR TV AND STEREO AS NEVER BEFORE.

NOW IS THE TIME TO MAKE YOUR HOME PLEASURE ISLAND.

WHY SHOULD YOU BUY YOUR T.V. FROM DICK CHRISTMAN?

Confidence in Price - in Quality - in Service

We service everything we sell.

Dick CHRISTMAN'S OWN PROFESSIONAL SERVICE WILL GIVE YOU FREE DELIVERY, FREE INSTALLATION, FREE 90 DAY SERVICE, FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY ON PARTS.

Your Southwest Largest Exclusive RCA Victor, RCA WHIRLPOOL Dealer

Dick CHRISTMAN INC.

Dick CHRISTMAN INC., 6130 W. 79TH, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64114

A Perfect Second Set

A Perfect Second Set TV is perfect in size, sound, and style. It's the perfect choice for your home.

WHERE ELSE BUT Dick CHRISTMAN's can you have a salaried appliance salesman to help you select your unit? Get the finest service available on RCA with Dick's own personal attention - the largest selection available in the country and at the lowest price possible.

THIS IS WHY DICK WAS NOMINATED FOR BRAND NAME RETAILER OF THE YEAR.
MUSIC TELLING THE SQUARES WHAT'S HAPPENING

Rock And Roll Music: What Do The Words Mean?

The words and phrases of rock-n-roll music are as much a part of the culture as the music itself. They are not just sounds, but symbols of the times. And they have a meaning that goes beyond the surface. (1)

Holt Was Politician In Truman Mold

Christmas In Asia

Phil Ford

Sidle Has Tough Bill To Fill

St. John's Surprises BC, 91-90

BLAZERS FALL, 3-2

Steelers Stun Packers

RAMS STUN COLTS, 34-10

Raiders Ice Jets' Hopes

LA Snaps Baltimore's Streak, Snares Crown

Bud Moore, Chrysler's Fastest Buick Driver

Heavy Traffic

Bud Moore, Chrysler's Fastest Buick Driver
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JEANE DIXON PREDICTS WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN 1968

Jeane Dixon, American astrologer, has become a household name due to her ability to accurately predict the future. She appears on television and in print, offering predictions for personal and world events. Although her predictions are often controversial, many people follow her advice.

Basketballs To Bring Responsibility

By JOE CAVAZOS

Basketballs can be a powerful tool for leadership development. By teaching children how to play basketball, coaches can instill values such as teamwork, sportsmanship, and discipline. These values can carry over into other aspects of life, helping children become more responsible and successful.

World News Briefs

Dahomey Army Takes Power

The army of Dahomey, a West African country, has taken control of the government. The coup is said to have been led by Colonel Tranquille Roy, who has been appointed as the new president.

Churches Warned Of Hazard

The Oklahoma Council of Churches has issued a warning about the potential hazard of lead exposure in older homes. The council is calling for increased awareness and education about the dangers of lead and for stricter regulations on lead-based paint.

Killy Wins Slalom; Kidd Gets Third

In a thrilling finish, Jean-Claude Killy of France wins the slalom event with a time of 1:21.28. Canada's Brian Kidd comes in third place, ending the race just 0.14 seconds behind Killy.
U.S. Losing War Psychologically, Mother Says

By CAROLYN LEWIS

WASHINGTON—Mrs. Harriet Blackmun, in a farewell letter to her son, the last American in Vietnam, has pointed to the fact that the best soldiers in the Vietnam war are not the ones with the best equipment or the best strategies, but the ones with the best psychological defenses. She has quoted a saying by General William Westmoreland: "The best soldiers are those who can handle stress and keep going." Mrs. Blackmun, who is the mother of Vietnam veteran Michael Blackmun, has written a letter to her son, expressing her pride in his service and her worry about his well-being.

The letter is reproduced below:

Dear Michael,

I hope this letter finds you well. I just wanted to let you know that I am still thinking about you and how much you mean to me. I know that you are in a difficult situation, and I want you to know that I am proud of you for your service.

I have been reading a lot about the war in Vietnam, and it seems to me that the most important thing is not the matériel or the weapons, but the soldiers' psychology. I think that the soldiers who can handle stress and keep going are the ones who will be able to win the war.

I know that you are doing your best, and I hope that you will be able to come home soon. I miss you very much.

With love,

Mom

---

Ladder Back Chair
Your choice of red or green 48" high. Seat is made of lightly woven back. The sturdy construction includes a double box stretcher base. Every one or more before they're sold out!

$19

Bay tree is set of four and is a real beauty. Only $74

---

Complete Bar
This is the perfect room divider, perfect bar and perfect gift. It comes complete with 18 pieces of glassware behind the revolving door. Finished back and it's 48" wide!

$59

---

A REASURE HEST OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT

Corner Chair
Have you seen one of these? This one is perfect for you. It's a classic design and it's perfect for your home.

$49

---

Man's Valet

How many times has your husband had to make do with a dresser or a chest of drawers that isn't practical and functional? Now he can have a valet that is perfect for him.

$29

---

Student Desks

The perfect gift for the student or the family. Either of these desks give him plenty of room. Choose Modern or Early American and save over $100.

YOUR CHOICE

$39

---

Bookcases

Every home needs at least one bookcase! But, have you ever seen a bookcase that isn't price skyrocketing high?

A. 36" wide x 12" deep x 36" high

$19

B. Early American 36" high, 12" wide x 12" deep.

$29

C. Glass front bookcases. Contemporary 48" wide x 18" deep, 36" high.

$39

---

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western